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Kevin Clarke: Nine Police Officers Under Investigation For Gross Misconduct
INQUEST: Kevin was 35 when he died following police contact in Lewisham, South London
in March 2018. Kevin was a black man, who suffered from mental ill health. He came into contact with police during a mental health crisis on a residential street in Lewisham on the afternoon of Friday 9 March. He was restrained by police before he “became unwell”, and was
taken to hospital where he was later pronounced dead. The Independent Office for Police
Conduct (IOPC) has today 08/05/2018, announced that the actions of nine police officers
involved in the death of Kevin Clarke will be investigated for gross misconduct.
The family of Kevin Clarke has issued the following statement through their solicitor, Cyrilia
Knight Davies of Hudgell Solicitors: “The news from the IOPC has left us reeling. On the one
hand, we feel vindicated that everyone who dealt with Kevin in his final minutes will be interviewed to explain their actions. Yet, we’re shocked to the core to learn that the police felt it
necessary to use the force of nine officers to restrain one unwell man.
The very fact that the police called an ambulance to provide medical assistance for Kevin
tells us that they knew he was unwell and potentially experiencing a mental health episode so
we’re struggling to understand the reason for such an excessive response. Kevin must have
been petrified in his final minutes and it is agony for us to even think about this.
We’re keeping focused on getting to the truth. Naturally, we welcome the news that all nine officers may face charges and also the news that the Met’s contact with Kevin earlier on the day he
died will be investigated. Only by reviewing all of the circumstances leading up to Kevin’s untimely
passing, can we be sure of getting answers.We hope the IOPC will be able to complete their investigation swiftly and with the full cooperation of all the officers. Our wish is that the IOPC’s report will
lead to systematic change in the way officers treat vulnerable people. Finally, we’d like to say thank
you for all the love and support we have been shown at this difficult time. It has been a huge comfort to know that we are in people’s thoughts and we ask that you keep us in your prayers.”
Deborah Coles, Executive Director of INQUEST said: “There is an alarmingly disproportionate pattern of deaths of people from black and minority ethnic communities following the use of
force by the Metropolitan police. The serious risks of restraint on people with mental ill health are
well recognised, which makes the death of Kevin Clarke following restraint all the more disturbing. It is vital that any wrongdoing is identified and those involved are held to account”.
Cyrilia Davies Knight of Hudgell Solicitors said: “Gross misconduct is the highest sanction
available to the IOPC and so I am heartened that the circumstances surrounding Kevin’s
death are clearly being taken very seriously. It’s vital that the Met, and all other police forces,
learn lessons and change their practices from tragic cases like this.”
Regina V Shola Eletu & Jerome Marlow White
1. This is an appeal against conviction brought by leave of the single judge. These two
appellants were convicted of aggravated burglary on 9 February 2017 at Inner London Crown
Court. They were sentenced to 11 years' imprisonment. The charge on the indictment alleged
that they, together with others, on 2 September 2016, having entered a building as tres-

passers, attempted to steal therein cash and cigarettes and at the time of committing that
burglary had with them weapons of offence, namely knives and a crowbar. The appellants
admitted the lesser offence of simple burglary but this plea was not accepted by the Crown.
2. The facts show that late on the evening of 2 September 2016 staff were re stocking shelves
at the Co op store in Lordship Lane, London SE22. A group of males gained entry to the upstairs
rear stock area via the roof and a hole in the wall. There was CCTV footage covering some of
what happened thereafter. Three members of staff were confronted by the gang and ushered to
the chiller room. They were ordered to hand over the contents of their pockets, including mobile
phones. The intruders were described as black, wearing dark clothing and hooded tops. Some
or all of them were carrying items described as a knife or knives, also apparently referred to at
the trial as some type of hacksaw; a crowbar and possibly also a hammer.
3. Police arrived at the scene following an anonymous call. They saw five suspects, who then
fled. White was detained and a balaclava and a pair of gloves were found in his possession.
Eletu was found hiding in a small space between a wall and a toilet cubicle inside the building.
Upon arrest he said, "I have no weapons". Later he made no comment in interview beyond saying, "Wrong place, wrong time and wrong people". White also made no comment in interview.
4. The Crown's case was that White and Eletu and a man called Lucas who was acquitted
were jointly involved with others in entering the store and attempting to steal. Neither White
nor Eletu had been seen on the CCTV footage carrying any weapon. However, at least two of
the gang were carrying weapons and the group had acted as a team with one man guarding
the staff whilst others searched the premises.
5. White gave evidence. His case was that he had been with Eletu, on the way to buy some drugs.
His drug dealer had spoken to him on the phone and said he had an "inside job". He wanted to know
if White would assist in moving alcohol and cigarettes. He, White, had discussed it with Eletu and the
pair had agreed to take part. They went to the rear of the Co op and saw that others had already
entered. White said he had not seen anyone with anything in their hands when they entered the premises and that had he been given no instructions or directions. He accepted that a knife and a crowbar
were being carried because he had seen them on CCTV but he had not known this before he entered.
In cross examination, he accepted that at some point while he was on the premises he had seen the
crowbar but at that stage it was not being used as a weapon nor was it being brandished.
6. Eletu did not give evidence. His defence statement accepted that he had followed others into
the premises in order to steal. He said he was not carrying a knife or any other weapon nor was he
aware prior to or during the burglary that any other person was caring a knife or a weapon. His case
was conducted consistently with that which was set out in his defence statement.
7. The members of staff all gave evidence and they gave differing descriptions of the number and
types of weapon involved. One of them was hit on the head with something which caused bruising
and swelling. In cross examination, he said that no one had used a crowbar or knife as a weapon,
and the CCTV had shown the crowbar being used in an attempt to open a cash till.
8. The central issue in the case was whether these appellants at the time of committing the
burglary were part of a joint enterprise involving weapons of offence. Accordingly, the judge's
directions as to what were weapons of offence were important.
9. The grounds of appeal on behalf of both appellants submit in essence that the directions given
by the judge on the issue of weapons of offence were unclear and confusing. The initial direction was
wrong in law. After the matter had been raised by counsel, the judge gave a further direction which
lacked clarity and added an unnecessary element by referring to "articles made or adapted for use".
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It also appeared to make a distinction between the necessary intention depending upon whether
a person had an article in his possession or whether it was in the possession of another. The direction also failed to include a direction that having an article with an intention only to frighten a person
at the premises was insufficient to found a conviction; see R v Kelly [1993] 97 Cr App R 245.
10. In addition, a further direction after a question from the jury was asserted to have
cofused the approach still further. It did not identify properly for the jury the intent that was
required to be shown on the part of these appellants. This was a case which had required clear
directions, particularly in the light of the jury's question and the jury had not received the necessary assistance. Accordingly, it was argued that these convictions were unsafe.
11. The judge initially directed the jury on the issue of weapons in the following way: "You
are concerned with whether it was aggravated. A burglary is aggravated if when committing it
a person has with him any firearm, any imitation firearm or any weapon of offence. So at the
time of committing the said burglary it is alleged here that the defendants had with them
weapons of offence, namely knives and a crow bar. This is what you have to be sure of that
they had with them: one or more weapons."
12. He then continued: "Now both of these defendants admit that they entered The Co op as trespassers but both deny having any weapon of offence or knowing that any other person involved in
the burglary had a weapon of offence although Mr White did admit to seeing later on the crow bar,
but he said he did not consider a crow bar to be a weapon but a tool. Before you could convict either
of these defendants of this offence of aggravated burglary the prosecution must have proved in relation to each separate defendant, because you consider them separately, whose case you are considering, must prove so that you are sure of it that he took part in the burglary and either had a
weapon of offence with him or knew that one of the others had a weapon of offence with him and
intended that that other person should have a weapon of offence with him. He does not have to
intend that it should be used. All he has to intend is knowing that the other has it and intending for
the other to have it, even if it is not used.
13. It is accepted that the judge's initial direction was flawed. The direction should have
explained what was meant by "weapon of offence". It did not do so. Consistent with section
10(1)(b) of the Theft Act 1968, the direction should have contained a reference to the weapons
being intended for use in causing injury to or incapacitation of another person.
14. Section 10(1)(b) provides: "'weapon of offence' means any article made or adapted for use for
causing injury to or incapacitating a person, or intended by the person having it with him for such use."
15. In this case, where the items described included, according to descriptions, a hammer,
a crowbar and one or two knives or other bladed articles: none of them came within the category of items made or adapted for causing injury or incapacitation. The real issue was
whether these articles were intended for such use by these appellants, even if that was only
on a conditional basis (ie if necessary).
16. At the end of the summing up, counsel drew the matter to the judge's attention and the judge
agreed to deal with it having observed that prior to summing up he had sought the assistance of
counsel. The judge then called the jury back and gave them the following further direction:
"Members of the jury, I just want to make it clear to you what a weapon of offence is. The law says
a weapon of offence means any article made or adapted for use for causing injury to or incapacitating a person or intended by the person having it with him for such use. So certain things like a hammer or a crow bar, as opposed to a knife are not necessarily made for use for causing injury. So you
have to be sure that not only, so with any item that you are sure somebody had with them, as of
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course I have said it does not have to be a defendant, providing a defendant knew that somebody else had with them something that was made or adapted for use for causing injury or incapacitating a person, and that the person who had it intended that it should be used in that way. So
there has to be an intention not only to have it but if necessary to use it.
Let me just tell you this further matter. In the case of articles made or adapted for use for causing
injury or incapacitating a person the prosecution need prove no more than the article was so made
or adapted. In the case of another article, so that is something like a crow bar, the prosecution must
prove that the person had it with him intending to use it or he did not have it with him he must know
that the other person intended to use it for the purpose of causing injury or incapacitating a person.
It would be wholly I relevant that the defendant hopes or the other person hopes he will not have to
use the article at all. If he intends to use it for either of the stated purports, that is to injure or incapacitate if the need arises that is sufficient. So you have to be satisfied so you are sure that the person who had it intended if necessary to use it and that the defendant, if he did not have a weapon,
had the same intention that the person who did have it intended to use it if necessary."
17. Very shortly afterwards, the judge received a note from the jury in the following terms:
"Regarding the aggravated burglary, at what point do the defendants need to have found out
about the weapons and the intent of use, to be guilty? ie if they entered without knowledge of
the weapons then would that satisfy the aggravated case if later they found out about them."
18. The judge dealt with the jury's question as follows: "The answer is they do not have to
know at the beginning when they enter about the weapons to be guilty, but they have to have
a continuing intention. If when they become aware of the weapons and the others, the intention of the person in possession, they continue to intend that the others sure have that intention, while the attempted theft is carried out then they would be guilty. The best way of thinking about it, members of the jury, is a continuing intention once they found out. If you are sure
of that then it would be guilty. If you are unsure of that they would be not guilty."
19. The jury's question was a pertinent one. In R v Kelly, the court held that the relevant time for
consideration of an appellant's intent to use the weapon for causing injury was at the time he actually stole the goods as opposed to the time at which he had entered the premises. This arose from
the fact that the way in which aggravated burglary was charged related to a burglary committed
under section 9(1)(b) rather than under section 9(1)(a) of the Theft Act. In the present case, therefore, the intention of these appellants in relation to the items alleged to be weapons of offence had
to be determined by reference to the point in time at which the attempt to steal was made.
20. On behalf of the Crown, Mr Robinson accepted that the initial direction to the jury was
flawed. However, he submitted that the subsequent directions were correct and that they were
made in a form which was sufficiently clear to show that the jury had understood the position,
in particular he placed emphasis upon the question which the jury had asked.
21. We have been asked to listen to the passage containing the initial correction which the
judge made, as part of the appellant's submissions asserted the way in which that passage
was delivered tended to obscure its meaning. Having listened to the recording, it seems to us
that the direction was delivered at a moderate and audible pace, although it speeded up a little at the passage beginning with the words "So certain things".
22. It seems to us that the essential question arising from the directions overall is whether
they were delivered to the jury in a manner which provided sufficient clarity (a) as to define as
what is meant by "weapon of offence" in the context of this case and (b) the time at which the
necessary intention for use to cause injury or incapacitation must be had.
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23. We cannot avoid making the comment that had the judge set these matters out in a
route to verdict, we doubt whether any of the present difficulties would have arisen. It would
have brought a degree of focus and clarity and would have enabled the jury to see set out in
a clear form the issues which they had to decide. Sadly, that did not occur in this case and
that failure lies at the root of the situation confronting this court.
24. Looking at the judge's initial directions, which in any event were acknowledged by the
Crown to be inadequate, the judge appears to have equated knives and a crowbar with
weapons of offence. That failed to draw the necessary distinction between an article made or
adapted for use in causing injury or incapacitation, which is a weapon of offence per se, and
an article intended for such use, which is not automatically a weapon of offence.
25. When the judge sought to clarify the position, he unhelpfully introduced into the definition of a
weapon of offence articles made or adapted for causing injury or incapacitation in circumstances
where none of the items fell into that category. He did point out that a hammer or a crowbar did not
fall into that category but contrasted that with the position of a knife. In doing so, he fell into an error
which was never corrected. That distinction was a false one since knives do not necessarily fall into
the category of having been made or adapted for use in causing injury.
26. The passage that then followed that unfortunate contrast, beginning with the words "So
you have to be sure" was an attempt to elucidate, which in our view failed both in terms of syntax and what was said to clarify the position. This passage was delivered at a slightly greater
speed than other parts of the direction, thus in our view contributing further to a loss of clarity.
27. That passage was immediately followed by further reference to articles made or adapted for use in causing injury, which was irrelevant and which had been introduced when the
judge should have been focusing on articles intended for use in causing injury or incapacitation. The judge went on to refer to an article described as "something like a crowbar" when
he should have said that it was of general application. In doing so, he missed out from the
passage the crucial word "if", thus obscuring the distinction between the person who had such
an article and the person who did not have it but who was required to share the intention of
the person who did have the article for the purpose of causing injury.
28. It is true that at the end of the correcting passage the judge states clearly enough that a
defendant who did not have a weapon must be shown to have had the same intention as the
person who did have one, namely to use it to injure or incapacitate if necessary. However, whilst
it is possible for the trained legal mind to see what the judge was getting at, the matter has to be
approached from the viewpoint of the jury, who require the matter to be explained to them with
a degree of clarity and precision. In our view, there was a failure to do that in this case.
29.
We next turn to the judge's response to the jury's question. Again we have to say
that although it is possible to see what the judge intended to say, he failed to express it with
any great clarity. In a short passage there are two references to "continuing intention", which
are unhelpful. Following the first such reference there is sentence which reads in a confusing
manner, even with the deletion of the word "sure", which is very hard to understand in that context. Despite the opportunities for the judge to correct his initial mistake, we regret to say that
he failed to take advantage of them and that what resulted was a confused and unsatisfactory direction on a central point in this case.
30. In the course of argument today, Mr Robinson at times had to resort to the device of
inviting the court to ignore certain words or to bracket them, or in one instance to insert a word
in order to begin to make sense of the passages which were drawn to his attention. Bearing
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in mind that this summing up was delivered to the jury orally without the benefit of any written route to verdict, we regard it as wholly unsatisfactory that they should have been presented with material in this form. The forensic efforts of Mr Robinson, deriving as they do from his
informed standpoint, cannot be a substitute for the position of the uninformed juror.
31. Our conclusion is that the failure to give clear directions on what was not a difficult point
is, most unfortunately, a failure which renders these verdicts unsafe. In those circumstances,
these appeals must be allowed and the convictions quashed.
32. For the sake of completeness, we record that we were not impressed by the argument
that the judge should have directed the jury that an intention only to frighten would be insufficient. No counsel at the trial had urged upon the judge that such a direction was necessary
and no evidence or submission to the jury had been made that the intention with respect to
any weapon was confined to an intention to frighten. In R v Kelly, there was evidence from the
victims in that case that to frighten was the apparent intention of the burglar. Such an intention was not a live issue at the present trial and had the judge's directions been clear as to the
requisite intention of causing injury or incapacitation, a separate direction along the lines
referred to in R v Kelly would not have been necessary.
33. We record that in the case of Eletu there were additional grounds before the court of his
own devising. Some of those had been before the single judge and he had rejected them as
unarguable, others were new grounds put forward more recently. In very board terms, those
grounds represented complaints about the conduct of the police, Eletu's legal team and matters of disclosure amongst other items.
34. We share the view of the single judge that the matters originally raised by Eletu were
unarguable. As to the later raised matters, we take a similar view. Had it been necessary, we
would have refused leave to appeal on each and every one of Eletu's own grounds.
35. Lord Justice Treacy: We will make the following directions. The appeal is allowed in
each case. The convictions in each case are quashed. We order a retrial to take place on the
count of aggravated burglary. The indictment probably should also contain, should it not, the
alternative of burglary? Pleas were tendered but not accepted by the Crown. So we will say
there will be a retrial on both the aggravated burglary with the indictment to contain the alternative offence of burglary. We direct that a fresh indictment be served and that there be re
arraignment on that fresh indictment within 2 months. We direct that the case be tried on the
South-eastern circuit at a venue to be determined by a presiding judge of that circuit. It will in
the circumstances be desirable that the case is tried by a different judge from the judge who
conducted the original trial. In the particular circumstances of this case we do not consider it
necessary to make any order under section 4(2) of the Contempt of Court Act 1981.
36. I would be minded to direct that any bail application be made to the Crown Court, by
which time you would be a position, if you wish to make an application, to put forward some
form of package for consideration. In so saying, I give no indication whatsoever as to whether
it would or would not be appropriate in a case of this gravity to grant bail.
37. I am just unclear for the moment as to whether the pleas to burglary survive the rejection by the Crown and the trial on aggravated burglary. There is no doubt some learning on
that but in order to be safe I will order that it is a two count indictment with aggravated burglary and burglary on it. If further research on your part shows that the original pleas stand,
then you probably will not need that second count but you would want to be sure everybody
accepts that position before getting to that state.
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Family Seek to Replace 'Sarcastic' Coroner After Autistic Daughter Died
Damien Gayle, Guardian: A family have begun judicial review proceedings to replace a “combative and sarcastic” coroner they say is blocking a full inquest into how their autistic daughter died while
in the care of an NHS-funded private care home. Lawyers for Amanda and Andy McCulloch, whose
daughter Colette was hit by a lorry after she walked out of Pathway House, Bedford in the early hours
of 28 July 2016, have accused Ian Pears, the acting senior coroner for Bedfordshire and Luton, of
unacceptable delays and bias against the family. Merry Varney, a partner in the human rights
department at Leigh Day, who is representing the family, said: “Inquests are often the main, if
not only, route a bereaved family have to truth and accountability in a public arena and where
there is a formal mechanism to prevent future deaths the McCullochs are asking the court to
ensure Colette, a vulnerable adult who died in care, receives the inquest she deserves.”
The McCullochs have been fighting to secure a full inquest for their daughter since December 2016,
when they claim Pears said at a pre-inquest review (PIR) that he would look at Colette’s death solely as
a road traffic accident, without exploring any failings in her care. At that hearing they said he told them that
only one of them could speak for just three minutes. When Colette’s father tried to persuade him there
were broader issues to investigate, they said he told him: “We don’t need to investigate how the lorry got
there.” After a complaint from the family, Pears refused to recuse himself. He then took seven months to
deny an application for the inquest to look more broadly at how Colette’s right to life may have been violated, a decision he later reversed. Months passed as submissions were collected and correspondence
received from the coroner that the McCullochs’ lawyers described as “terse and sarcastic”. When Pears
listed a fresh PIR date this June that several interested parties, including the McCullochs, were unable to
make, he accused the couple of an “outcry of protest”, the family said. A letter sent to the court by Varney
claimed Pears had been dismissive of the family’s concerns. “The coroner’s combative and sarcastic tone
and approach is causing Colette’s parents serious distress and has undermined their faith in the coroner’s
ability to perform his judicial role,” she wrote. “It is impeding their ability to effectively participate in their
daughter’s inquest, which is at the heart of their rights protected by Article 2 [the right to life].”
The McCullochs have been forced to crowdfund the money for a judicial review, and the
coroner – whose costs are met by the government – has refused to rule out passing them on
if the action is not successful. “We never wanted to do this,” McCulloch said, adding that he
and his wife felt “the only way we can get a fair and fearless inquest – an open inquest – is by
going to judicial review”. He added: “This is not just for Colette. Since we’ve been involved in
this we’ve come across so many other cases, so many people who’ve lost children, lost relatives – vulnerable people who’ve died while in care – and nothing has been done.”

Child Slavery Victim in Claim Against Home Office After Sexual Assault at Morton Hall IRC
H was trafficked to the UK from Vietnam as a child. He was taken captive in Ho Chi Minh City by
his traffickers aged 15. He was tortured, raped and forced into debt bondage. He was beaten with
electrified sticks and burned with heated rods. He was then trafficked to the U.K, deliberately starved,
deprived of his liberty, and forced to tend cannabis plants in Derbyshire. When he was 17, H was
found by the police at a cannabis house in Derbyshire. Although he presented with clear indicators
of trafficking, the Police failed to refer him on to the National Referral Mechanism (NRM). He was
arrested and charged with cannabis cultivation. As he was a child, H was released into the care of
the Local Authority whilst his criminal case was ongoing. H absconded from local authority care.
A year later H was found at a property raided by the police. He was arrested on suspicion
of illegal entry and then remanded in custody because of his outstanding criminal charges.
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Once again the police did not recognise him as a victim of trafficking or refer him to the NRM. H was
interviewed by an Immigration Officer and repeated the account of his experience as a victim of trafficking, which he had raised at his previous arrest. It was only then that he was referred onto the NRM
process. H quickly received a positive reasonable grounds decision, in support of his account that he was
a victim of trafficking. The Competent Authority is obliged to communicate positive reasonable grounds
decision to the police, who in turn should inform the Criminal Prosecution Service (CPS). However, in our
client’s case the Competent Authority did not inform the police or the CPS. The CPS has since confirmed
that, had they been aware of the positive reasonable grounds decision, they may not have prosecuted H
as it would not have been in the public interest to do so. Without this, H was convicted and sentenced to 8
months imprisonment for cannabis cultivation. H was noted to be a model detainee throughout the period he was
imprisoned. He served 4 months of his sentence and was subsequently detained by the Home Secretary under
immigration powers. He was transferred from a Youth Offenders Institute to Morton Hall Immigration Removal
Centre (IRC). In total, H was imprisoned for 4 months and unlawfully detained by the Home Secretary in
immigration detention for over 12 months. Whilst unlawfully detained at Morton Hall IRC by the Home
Secretary, our client was sexually assaulted and subject to an attempted rape in his cell by a fellow
detainee. He told staff at the detention centre what happened, and he was informed that the incident would
be investigated. A fight later broke out between his attacker and several other detainees. The Detention
Centre records of this incident show that detention centre staff were aware that this fight was a result of
our client’s attacker sexually harassing other detainees, including our client. This incident was not investigated internally by the detention centre, or referred to the police for a criminal investigation. After the
assault, H was unlawfully detained by the Home Secretary for a further 6 months. Our client says: “[My]
time in immigration detention was awful. After this incident, I was really paranoid that other detainees would hurt
me all of the time. I felt scared all the time and I found it very difficult to sleep or eat. Morton Hall staff do not protect the detainees. Although terrible things have happened to me in the past, the effect of immigration detention
made this even worse.” According to clinical psychologists who assessed H during his detention, he was
left severely traumatised and feared for his life after the assault, which triggered memories of earlier rape
and abuse he had suffered at the hands of his traffickers. Morton Hall accepts that the assault took place,
but did not launch an investigation into the attempted rape or provide any support to H after the attack.
The centre began an internal enquiry into the attack only after being contacted by Duncan Lewis. Lead
solicitor, Ahmed Aydeed, and a team of Public Law practitioners are bringing a civil claim on behalf of our
client against the Home Secretary and the Ministry of Justice, who runs Morton Hall IRC, for negligence,
breach of statutory duty and the ongoing failure to initiate any internal investigation or referral to the police
for a criminal investigation of the allegation of sexual assault made by the our client, under s.6 and Articles
3, 8 and 14 of the Human Rights Act 1998. The Ministry of Justice has accepted that they failed to investigate the incident and has issued an apology.
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